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USENIX acknowledges all trademarks herein.The UNIX GUI to Intrepid (which existed in
Tcl/Tk and X/Motif incarnations) has been lost
with the transit to Windows NT.
·  Socket library. The windows socket library pre-
sented minimal problems during the porting proc-
ess. Problems were mostly solved with the use of
C pre-processor macros to distinguish between
dissimilar UNIX and Windows32 API socket
function calls and constants. The reason that it
was decided to use sockets for communications
between the various components of Intrepid was
historical. Sockets are the de-facto standard for
fast low-level communications in all UNIX sys-
tems. The use of sockets though, had another con-
sequence: the Intrepid resource manager can be
used to control a heterogeneous network of work-
stations, running different operating systems and
not having access to a common, uniform file sys-
tem. The system is able to distinguish between a
number of different operating system types and
treat workstations running those operating systems
accordingly. It also implements file transfers for
input and output files (through sockets, or using
the Windows32 drive mapping mechanism and
file copying functions to perform the transfer).
·  Environment variables. Although environment
variables exist in the case of Windows NT as well
as UNIX, a cleaner solution in Windows NT
would be to have application information held in
the registry and not in environment variables. This
was partially implemented during the PARA-
COMP project. Although all the environment
variables are available through the registry, they
have been introduced under the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key. Since Intrepid
is a multi-user system, this has security implica-
tions for the system, since all users will see the
same values for the environment variables. In
UNIX, Intrepid relies on various shell scripts be-
ing executed at login for the user, in order to cor-
rectly implement security.
·  rshd. At start-up, the Intrepid system has to start
(daemon) processes on every workstation that will
be controlled by the system. In the case of UNIX
machines, as long as the workstation is reachable
and the username is accepted, Intrepid can execute
a remote shell command on the remote machine
and start up the (daemon) processes. Unfortu-
nately, Windows NT does not come with a remote
shell daemon (rshd) as standard, and most system
administrators are not willing to give such powers
to their users. The solution we have come up with
was to implement these (daemon) processes as
Windows NT services. Instead of Intrepid explic-
itly spawning these processes at start-up, these
processes always exist on the background, waiting
to connect to the resource management system. In
reality they are blocked listening on a socket, so
impact on system resources is minimal while In-
trepid is not running.
·  lex/yacc. Part of the Intrepid system was a parser
that was written using lex and yacc. The only ver-
sions of lex and yacc that we could have access to
on Windows NT would be the GNU implementa-
tions. However, the UNIX code was written with
the BSD versions of lex and yacc, which has some
slight differences. The solution we used was to
execute the BSD lex and yacc tool implementa-
tions on a UNIX workstation to create the C code
for the parser. We then performed some minor
changes to the included files and definitions in the
source code (a program was written to do this
automatically) and finally included the resulting
code in the VC++ project for Intrepid.
·  Data transfers. The Intrepid version of UNIX used
two different methods to perform data transfers:
direct copying using the standard UNIX copy
command cp, or a pair of helper programs that are
used to implement the data transfer using sockets.
The former method cannot be used in NT since it
presumes the existence of NFS for it to work. The
latter method is generic enough to work in the
context of a Windows NT environment. However,
after the porting of helper programs from UNIX to
NT, we found that the system was too slow. We
implemented an alternative data transferring
mechanism that uses drive mappings to effect the
file copy. In Windows NT, one computer can have
access to the file store of another computer
through the drive mapping mechanism. There is a
notion of network file names called by Microsoft
UNC (Universal Naming Convention). However,
these UNC file names cannot be used directly with
the Win32 API functions that handle files[5]. The
solution Intrepid has come up with, is to map the
UNC directory to a free drive letter and then use a
normal file path (containing the new drive letter,
of course) to perform any operations on the file.
Once the file is copied to a local execution direc-
tory the drive letter can be unmapped, so that it
can be used again on some other file transfer. The
limitation of this method is that the system ad-
ministrator must set up the system in such a way